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INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre Call for Scripts

INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign ("University") is now accepting submissions for its Spring 2018 National Call for Scripts.

INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre is sponsored by the Counseling Center and co-sponsored by Illinois Theatre at the University of Illinois.

INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre addresses complex, timely and often difficult social issues that connect deeply to the university communities and beyond, through performances followed by post-performance audience dialogues. Recognizing the event of live theatre as a rare and non-trivial dynamic juncture in a social space occupied not only by people but also by possibility, INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre commits itself to the cultivation of this social space for rich civic dialogue vital to the wellnness of community. With an eye on civic engagement and social justice, INNER VOICES concerns itself with where and how change might be made.

The 2018 Call for Script will explicitly focus on the theme of Social Justice as Environmental Justice. The possible topics might include such things as food deserts, environmental hazards, recycling, sustainable architecture, water and energy issues, and the impact of these on mental health and well being, etc. (hereafter, “Theme”)

This call for script is initiated by INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre, and supported by Student Sustainability Committee at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

An award will be given to those playwrights whose scripts comply with the guidelines and are selected. Decisions of the panelists shall be final.

We are looking for scripts in two categories:
A. Ten-Minute play: up to six will be selected, $700.00 will be awarded per selected winning script
B. Forty-Minute play: up to three will be selected, $1,500.00 will be awarded per selected winning script

The Play Submission Guidelines

1. Eligibility and Deadlines. Playwrights (hereafter, “Entrant(s)”) must be 18 years or older and residents of the United States. Scripts must be submitted by no later than 11:59 pm on February 28, 2018. No late submissions will be accepted.

2. Script Submission Requirements.
a. Entrants must complete the attached application along with his/her/their submission. If there is more than one playwright for one submission, each playwright will need to complete the application.

b. Each script must be original, unproduced, and not an adaptation or translation of an existing work and the submitted script must address the Theme. Addressing an issue does not necessarily mean bringing the issue to resolution. We value work that brings up the conditions of a social issue in a unique, complete and complex way.

c. Entrants must specify in the application whether the submission is for the Ten-Minute play or the Forty-Minute play. Ten-Minute plays should have 1 to 5 characters. Forty-Minute plays should have 3 to 8 characters.

d. For each Entrant, only one Forty-Minute play or two Ten-Minute plays or one of each is permitted.

e. While not a requirement, humor is welcome as is non-traditional utilization of theatrical form.

f. Each submission must be in Adobe Acrobat PDF form and hard copies will not be accepted.

g. Each submission must include the Entrant’s contact information, including, name, title of the play, address, phone number, and email address. If there is more than one playwright as an Entrant for one submission, please identify all of the playwrights but designate one person as the Entrant representative for purposes of contact information and any questions concerning the script.

3. **Judging.** Submissions shall be judged by three to five University students and staff who have an interest and expertise in theatre and/or the Theme on the following criteria: meeting all of the administrative requirements in the submission guidelines, the feasibility of producing the script by INNER VOICES, the originality and compelling use of the theatrical form and structure of the script, and the capacity for original and compelling theatrical execution. By submitting your script, you give INNER VOICES the right to evaluate and compare your scripts against other scripts in order to choose the winning scripts. Up to six scripts will be selected as winning scripts for the Ten-Minute play and up to three scripts will be selected as winning scripts for the Forty-Minute play. The panelists decision on the winning scripts for each category shall be in their sole discretion and final.

4. **Winning Script.** The winning script(s) for each category (the Ten-Minute play and the Forty-Minute play) will be used by INNER VOICES for the production and public performance of a play. However, the selection of a script does not guaranty its production by INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre. Should the play be brought to production, a best efforts attempt will be made to inform the winning Entrant of its performance dates. The winners shall be announced on May 1st, 2017. The scripts that are not selected shall be destroyed by the University.

5. **Original Work.** By submitting a script, Entrant warrants that you and each other accompanied playwright is/are the sole creator(s) of the script or that you have the requisite ownership rights to the script, the script is non-infringing, and you agree to the warrants and representations, as further provided in the attached application.
6. **Non-Exclusive License.** Each Entrant, by its submission, grants the University the non-exclusive, royalty-free right to copy, perform, and the right distribute the script to others within the University for internal evaluation purposes. In addition, submission of a script includes acceptance of production, if selected as a winning script.

7. **Payment.** The Entrants for each winning Ten-Minute play shall receive a one-time award payment in the amount of $700.00. The Entrants for each of the winning Forty-Minute plays shall receive a one-time award payment in the amount of $1,500.00. There shall only be one award payment regardless of the number of playwrights for a single submission. If, in the opinion of the panelists, none of the entries in a particular category is appropriate for selection, no award shall be awarded in that category.

8. **License to Winning Script.** In consideration of the award, the Entrants of the winning submissions shall grant the University full performance rights, including the non-exclusive and royalty-free right to copy, produce, and publically perform a play from the script. In addition, Entrants of the winning submissions shall grant the University the non-exclusive and royalty-free right to record the play provided that any such recording shall only be used for internal University purposes. The University shall retain the winning scripts for a period of 5 years from the date the winning scripts are selected with the option for INNER VOICES to produce the scripts for performance at any time during this period. The Entrant(s) of the winning script for each category may be required to execute additional agreements or documents, including for tax purposes, prior to production of the play or reaffirming the terms of the attached application.

9. **Tax Consequences.** Each winning Entrant is solely responsible for reporting and paying any and all applicable taxes related to the award payment. Each winning Entrant entitled to the award payment must submit to the University the required information in order to process the applicable tax forms which shall be the sole responsibility of the winning Entrant to complete and file.

10. **Non Obligation and Disclaimer.** The submission of a script or selection of a winning script does not guaranty that the script will be produced into a play or publically performed. The University shall not be responsible or liable from any claims or damages resulting from its evaluation and selection of scripts or exercising its production or performance rights to the scripts. The University is not responsible for lost, late, illegible or misdirected entries. Scripts are null and void and will be rejected if any part is illegible, altered (other than spelling or address corrections), or mutilated.

11. **Ownership.** Entrants shall retain ownership of the copyright in each of their respective scripts.

Note: All scripts will be read, however we are unable to provide individual feedback on scripts.

Email to: ivsitcall2018@mx.uillinois.edu
Further information and an application for the contest can be found on our website [www.innervoeses.illinois.edu](http://www.innervoeses.illinois.edu) or contact innervoeses@mx.uillinois.edu for more information and an application.

INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre is sponsored by the Counseling Center and co-sponsored Illinois Theatre and at the University of Illinois.
INNER VOICES Call For Scripts Spring 2018 Application Form

Name:______________________________________________________________

Postal Address:_____________________________________________________

City:______________________________________________________________

State:_____________________________________________________________

Zip:_______________________________________________________________

Phone:__________________________  E-mail____________________________

Type of Submission(s) (please circle): 

10 minute play
40 minute play

Title of Submission(s):______________________________________________

My signature below attests:

A. To the accuracy of the information provided.

B. That the play(s) I have submitted is/are my original work and that all rights to this work are mine and the script has not been produced, sold or optioned and is not an adaptation or translation of a previous work. I am entering this play(s) as an honest and true effort of my personal creativity and unique artistic vision, and I understand that if my work is selected, it will be performed as my original work and under my own copyright by the INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre any time within the next five years.

C. That in consideration of receiving the award and credit and attribution as the playwright, I hereby agree to indemnify and hold harmless the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois, its trustees, agents and employees, from and against all claims demands, losses, costs, damages, judgments, liabilities and expenses (including attorney's fees) arising out of or in connection with any and all claims of third parties, whether or not groundless, and under any legal theory, based on any plays submitted to the call for scripts.
D. That I recognize that the INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre and those involved in the call for scripts to which this submitted entry pertains, may have access to, and/or, may have created, or have commissioned, through some other independent source, or may have otherwise acquired, literary materials and concepts, similar to the material submitted hereunder, in theme idea, plot, format, or in any other respect (hereafter, “Unrelated Materials”). I agree that I will not under such circumstances, be entitled to any compensation, nor consideration of any kind, through the use by the University of Illinois of such Unrelated Materials so acquired. The ownership of any literary work submitted shall remain vested in the author, until otherwise assigned by contract.

E. That should I be one of the winners, I grant the right to the INNER VOICES Social Issues Theatre to use my name, as well as the title and synopsis of my submitted material, in all publicity and promotional activities related to the competition.

F. That the burden of obtaining copyright or otherwise protecting any proprietary interests in the script rests entirely with me.

G. That I am at least eighteen (18) years of age.

H. That I understand, acknowledge and agree that nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to constitute either party a partner, employee or agent of the other, nor shall either party have authority to bind the other in any respect, it being intended that each party shall remain an independent contractor solely responsible for its or his/her own actions, and that neither party shall be liable under any contracts of the other.

I. That the laws of the State of Illinois govern this call for scripts.

I have read and agree to the contest terms and conditions and attest to the stipulations noted above.

Author Name:___________________________________________________

Author Signature:____________________________________  Date:______________

Checklist

- Application Form (PDF)  
  Did you sign it?
- Cover Letter (PDF)
- Complete Script (PDF)  
  One entered script per application form, please.
  No name on any page except the title page
  Title on each page
  Pages numbered